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Language Materials on Chabacano 
R.O.lng 
〈要關髓〉
A.  Introduction 
Last summer when 1 went back  to 乞討了lbo挂nga City, Philippines to visit my folks, 1 
noticed that Ch 在bacano was indeed changing rapidly or even losing ground and giving way 
to  the ever-increasing influence of  Pi訂戶口氣 the national language and Filìpino English, 
the working language 在mong cìty dwellers of various linguistic backgrounds.  Here are two 
instances  to attest to this  fact:  On  embarking a tricycle, the chief and easy means of 
transportation within the city  limi的， 1 was asked on several occasions by the drivers with 
1位n?" (‘whereγin Pi1ipino) 時ther than the usual and expected Chabacano expression 
“Para  donde  kitá?" ('where  are  we  going?'); when a  teen 儡aged niece of mine was  asked 
how to say "blue" and "moon" in Chabacano, wh 轟t she uttered immediately were sìmply 
the  English words  "blue" 在nd “moon" ， while the Chabacano words  "asúl" “luna" were 
virtually forgotten or at least relegated to the back of her mind, recalling them only after 
being reminded.  Such  inst在nces can easily be multiplied.  As a matter of fact, according 
to a report in  Asiaweek (p.  52, September 8, 1989)," . . .  the 1980 census showed that 
only  53%  of Zam boanga  City's  inhabitants  speak  the  dialect."  The  latest  available 
estimate of the city's population 真 s gathered from the local Bureau of Tourism is 412,842. 
For the benefit of linguists who are interested in  Chabac在no ， the author, himself a 
native  speak肘， takes  ple在sure in providing some language materìals in this paper, with the 
hope that these can be of some help in illustrating some phonetic, lexical and grammatical 
aspects of this little known Spanish creole. 
1.  Personal pronouns 
Singular 
1st person  yo  '1' 
B.  Vocabulary 
Plural 
kamé  ‘we (exclusive)' 
kitá ‘we (inc1usive)' 